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Registration
study upsets
UCF faculty
by Mike Griffin
Future ltaff

•

Smiling faces

•

Brtan LaPeterlFuture

Jerri Goldberg (above) takes a pie in the face in stride at
UCF's Tom Sawyer Day Carnival during Homecoming week.
Linda Prehn (right) and a balloon friend also enjoy the activities. For more pictures see page 11.

Concert committee abolished

Pablo Cruise sliows lose money

The UCF Faculty Senate has
formed an ad hoc committee to investigate "objectionable" pomts of
a memorandu~ released by a UCF
administrator, ac!=ording to Dr. Ida
Cook, president of the faculty
senate.
The memo, released by Dr. John
Bolte, associate vice president of
Academic Affairs, deals with the
less than projected fall registra~ion
at UCF. It contains 14 observations
as to why the registration was lower
than expected, and nine recommendations on how to improve the situation.
Cook said the com.mi ttee will investigate several aspects of the
recommendations, including those
which would increase teacher class
loads and eliminate self-advisement
for undergraduate students. All
students would be required to }µive
the signature of a faculty member on
the Advis.e ment and Trial fQrm prior
to admission to the registration
.
area.
On the aspect of advisement, Cook
said faculty members had done their
·part in advisement and .forcing professors to advise every student
would be too great a burden.
"We are concerned that the administration has overreacted about
low registrations," Cook said. "As
far as we know, registration has
declined all over the state, not j\1st
here." Cook added that the decline
was a common occurence among
schools that switched from quarter
to seme~ter systems.
·
Cook said she sent a memo to Dr.
Leslie Ellis, vice president of .
Academic· Affairs, requesting that
Memo, page·6

ended at 2 a.m." He said if there were future concerts
they would preferably be held on a Saturday.
Future lfaff
"I still think it is -possible to have other concerts. If
The Student Center Concert Committee .h as been so, we would have to go with groups like The 'Beach
abolished following the financial failure of the Boys, Doobie Brothers, Chicago or Jimmy Buffet, to
homecon:iing concert featuring Pablo Cruise and Gary get the costs down by attracting more' people,"
Chandler said.
·
U.S. Bonds.
.
.
Chandler announced at Tuesday's senate meeting
Prior to another concert at UCF, Chandler said a
that there would no longer be a concert committee.
survey should be conducted to find out if students feel
The committee was given $35,000 in "front-money" a concert is a good expenditure of money, what price
to finance -the concert . by student governrilent, the students are willing to pay, and if the students are
Chandler . said, with the understanding it would interested iri seeing a particular group.
generate that much money in ticket sales and reim"I think the decisions weren't made in the best
burse Student Government.
benefit of the students,'' Chandler said. ''I am going to
The committee spent approximately $1,600 more ask Dave Bartholomew for a. ~ll report at Tuesday's
than it was allocated, and was only able to generate in- (Nov. 10) Senate meeting."
come of "no more than $1,200" through ticket sales,
-Concert, page 4
Chandler said. He made estimations on figures since
all area ticket outlets have not reported on ticket sales. Chandler estimated that 4, 700 tickets sol~ would
have been the "break-even point" generating the
$35,000. Approximately 1, 700 tickets were sold, he
said.
"The Concert Committee, . headed by Dave Bartholomew, was not the original Concert Committee
that was promoted by Student Government,"
Chandler said. "The next Concert Committee formed
will have more representation from Student Government:•
"More money was spent for advertising to the
general public than I would have spent," Chandler
said. Approximately 300 tickets· were sold to the
general public. The concert lost more than it made
from the outside advertising, he said.
According to Chandler, one reason ticket sales were
low was scheduling of other concerts surrounding this
one. ''The Pablo Cruise concert was stuck between
Journey, The Rolling Stones, and the upcoming Barry
Manilow concerts."
Ticket sales were also too high for those particular
bands, he said. "The student tickets should have been_
$5 instead.of $6 and there should not have been a limit
of one ticket per ID," said Chandler.
.Mike arcicl'liFutur•
Another problem with the concert was the Sunday The.UCF Counseling and Testing Center is bursting at the seams. For the story, see.page 5.
night seheduling,-Chandler added. ''The second show
by Pam Kirkland

Future:Nove~ber
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AT A GLANCE
EVENTS
THE

UCF FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
IN COOPERATION WITH

°FRESH PICKED FRUIT SERVICES"

0

ANNOUNCES A NEW SERVICE FOR
THE UNIVERSl,T Y COMMUNITY ~ .
FRESH-PICKED "FANCY" GRADE WASHINGTON ' APPLES AND
"FANCY" GRADE FLORIDA CITRUS!
HIGHEST QUALITY PRODUCE AT WHOLESALE PRICES
THROUGH PRE·ORDER MASS MERCHANDISING.

The area east of the tennis courts and north of Gemini Bouleyard
will be closed-off till the end of January for the construction of a new
• • •
.
.
parking lot.
Tonight from 8 p.m.. to 1 a.m. is the ann~al serm-formal
homecoming dance (Cinderella's Ball) at the Sheraton Twin Towers.
Admission is free. For more information call Margie at 273-1468.

• ••

Golfers ... tomorrow is the UCF Alumni's homecoming week tennis
and golf tourneys. Lunch, caps, and trophies will be given. For more
1
information call X-2233.
•

• ••

Delta Sigma Theta sorority is sponsoring a car wash tomorrow to
benefit the Sickle Cell Anemia Foundation. The wash will be at the
McDonald's, 2601 W. Colonial Drive from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.

FIRST SALE - FOR NOVEMBER 24TH DELIVERY
f'IRST SALE TO INCLUDE: '
• ,. ANCY"" G"ADE WASHINGTON RED OELICtoUS APPLES

• ••

1 eu. C42· 4!!H.. •.J a& 1oo courn . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. I 17.G!5
t/2 Bu •....•... . .••.•..••. . .•.... , •••••••••••• , ..... , , .•• 11 1.95
· ,-ANCY-GlllADE WASHINGTON GOLDEN DELICIOUS APPUS
I Bu. C42~!5 L81.) 8& I 00 COUNT . , • , , , ••••• , , • • • • • , • • • • • • 115.9!5

lf2 BU. . ......• , . .. .... , . . , . , ... , , , , , .. ,. .... , ,, , , .... , .. SG.G5
"l'ICK 01' TH!: C~ l'ft!:SH· l'ICKSD ,-LORI DA TANG!: LOS
41& eu. (Aee>UT
L.aaJ e+ 100 COUNT . ' • • • • • • • . . . . • . • . . • . • SB..9!5
2/!58U..• • ••• • • • •• , ,,,, , . ,,,,,,,,, ,,, , , ,,. , •••.••• ,, .. • •• $5.!50

'°

"PICK OI' THE CM>!"' l'RUH·PICKED HAMLIN ORANG!:&
4/e au. tA90VT
LK.> e.4-100COUNT . • . ..••• . ••..••.•..•• SB.9!5
2/?IBU. ,, ,, ,, ,, , ,,,, .. ,, .•••••••••• • •.•.•••••.••• .. ••••. . S!l.50

'°

• ptCK OF"THE CROP" ""IUIH· PICKED WHJTI! SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT
4/S BU . CAllOUT •O LBS.) 36-AOCOUHT •••••• , , • • • · " • • • • • • • • $6.9?:1i

21?18" ............. . ..... . ... . . . . . ....... . ............... S4.85
"PICK OF" THE CROP" ,-R!:SH-l'ICK!:D RED SEEDLESS GRAPEFRUIT
4/S eu. CA9oUT
LllS.) 3&40 COUNT • • .. . • . . .. .. • .. .. .. .. . 17.9!5

'°

2/SBu . ................. .. ... . . ... . .. ............... . .... IS.GS

"o

" PICK Ol'THE CROP" P'IUEMIUM QUALITY "BIG lllED" GR"P!:P"RUIT

~~:::: ~~.".°-~-~~:~~.~~~-::::::: : :::: : :::: : ::::

::::

PottNTIAL ll'ROOUCTS fFOft P'VTU"!'. f'ftE-O"D£A SAL.ES INCL.UDE:

'-"

"=w.ai!!..e::;::~

MEATS. HO&IEn', CLOTHING. ru"HITUAE ••• ANO MORE.

MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

NO MIDDLEMEN
• 0ELIVER£0 DIRECT P"ROM ll'ACKINOHOUSETO UCFCAMll'US

BUY A llOX -SHARE A BOX - EAT IT HERE OR SEND IT
TO FRIENDS UP NOR'nfl
.

BY REFRIGERATED TRUCK. NOVEMBO 2•TH DEUVUIY. · ·

TO ORDER JUST STOii' IN THE CRE.Of'T UNION OFFICE (AD

• ORDERS MUST BE IN THE CREDIT UNM)N Ol'l'lCa BY TH!:

PICK UI' YOUllt OftDEA P'WOM THE TAU CK AT THE KIOSK -

CLOSE OF BUSIN!'.55. NOVEMBER 13THI

No\IEMBP 2•TH

IN TIME FOR THANK6GIV1NGI

395U NO 1..AttR THAN NOY. I 3TH, OR CALL 275-2855.

-

""°"' I 0 "-"!-TO 8 ~.M.

.------

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

@
ARMY ROTC.

AR·MYDAY.
The Army ROTC
is proud to sponsor
Army Day Bl.
On November 12 & 13
from 8 to 5 p.m.
· the Army will be
displaying some of its
most sophisticated
battlefield weapons
including a tow jeep,
a self propelled 8 inch howitzer,
a towed 105 howitzer
and a UHIH Helicopter
Also included are numerous displays
and an opportunity to
talk-to the men who
de.fend our country
For More Information Contact:
MAJOR JAMES D. HORNADAY
University of Central Florida
Orlando, Florida 3 2816

(305)275-2430

•

•

The university library will maintain its regular schedule on
Veterans' Day, Nov. 11.

•••

· The United States Navy Band, under the cljrection of Commander
Joseph Phillips, w:\ll apj)ear in concert at the Bob Carr Auditorimn OD
Nov. 11 at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. e e e
The eighth annual Florida State symposium for Women in Engineering and Science will be held November 13, 14 and 15 at Las Palmas
Inn, 6233 International Drive. Registration starts November 13 from
6 to 9 p.m. and Nov. 14, from 8 to 9 ·a.m.. For more information contact the chairperson at 647-3561 or 824-5178.

•••

On November 19 students of UCF are going to do something about

world hunger.
They are going to give up eating for a day.
These students will be joining many others around the country in
Oxfam America's Fast for a World Harvest. The food money they
save on that day will be donated to help support Oxfam America.'s
community development projects around the world.
According to the Rev. Robert Gibbs, "We're organizing the fast at
UCF for two reasons: First, we want to give people a·chance to make a
personal commitment to the hungry of the world. Fasting is a symbolic way of doing that.''
"SeCond, contributing food money is a simple and direct way of sharing some of our resources with people in Latin America, Asia and
Africa who are struggling to survive and becoll)e self-reliant.''
The Fast for a World Harvest began in 1974 and is always held on
the Thursday before Thanksgiving. Last year more than 2,000 groups
participated in the fast and donated nearly $400,000 to Oxfam. for its
self-help development and aid programs.
·
A non-profit agency based in Boston, Oxfam America has been in
operation for ten years. Among people to be helped through this
year's fast are health workers in Nicaragua, refugees in the Horn of
Africa and in El Salvador, village women in India, rice farmers in Kampuchea (Cambodia) and. vegetable growers in Mozambique.
For infomiation on how to get involved in the fast observance at
UCF, contact Rev. Gibbs, Rev. Burke or Father Powers at the United
Campus Ministry X-2468.
eee
·
The Financial Aid Office is now accepting applications for an Ella J.
Hom Scholarship. An applicant must be a Brevard resident and fulltime student, he must show financial need. and be a United States
citizen with a 3.3 GP A.
There are also scholarship opportunities for Computer Science. Applicants must be in Computer Science or Computer Technology, enrolled as a Sophomore or Junior and show financial need.

•••

Students interested in joining a Jewish student group can write to:
S. Elgar, 2110 Dyan Way, Maitland, FL 32751.

Italian Restaurant & Pizza ·
12309 E. Colonial Drive, Orlando, Florida
(14 MILE EAST OF QUALITY INN ON THE LEFT)

COME FOR THE BEST ITALIAN
COOKING & PIZZA IN TOWN .
AND RECEIVE A 103 DISCOUNT
WITH YOURUCF I.D. CARD
"You really haven't tasted Italian Food until you try us."

WE SPECIALIZE IN TAKE-OUT ORDERS
CALL
<I: HIGHWAY 50

Delight Yourself
ByTryingOur:

273-3631

Salads, Spaghetti, Ravioli,
WINE&
Lasagna, Manicotti, Calzone,
BEER
Steak Hamburgers, Subs,
Sicilian & Napolitan Pizza
AVAILABLE

*

>
<
LI..

<
~
<

UCFBLVD.
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More money allows more room at children's school
by Elizabeth Perkins
• Future 11aff

"·

The UCF Creative School for
Children is undergoing a $265,000
·renovation to add classroom and administration space. Technically
defined as an "Educational
Research Center For Child Development," the cente~ was allocated the
renovation funds from the State
Capital Improvement fund.
The center, located next to the
University Police Department, has
been in operation since March 1976.
I ts primary function is to provide
UCF students and faculty with a
pre-school for their children while ..
they are in class.
Currently 63 children are enrolled
in the school and range in age from
two to six. The present building can
only accommodate 40 students at·
one time.•
.The neW' additions will enable
more children to take.part in the pro. gram and will also provide the·
center's administrators some- office
_·space.
.
The kitchen will also be enlarged .Construction c~ntinues to enlarge the Creative School for Children
providing the youngsters with hot
in-house meals. Two full size Classes and ·procedures in an
Creative School for Children, said:
classrooms ·and a resource observauninterrupted environment.
-"We were the forerunner. We had
tion room will also be built.
. The Creative School for Children
The resource observation room was the first of its kind in Florida. the first real programs.''
The classes are comprised of four
walled with a two-way mirror will The Florida Legislature ·now allots
groups
of youngsters, s~parated by
serve many purposes. It will be used funds to · other universities reage.
Due
to lack of space, teachers
as a workroom, staffroom, training questing . an educational research
to shuffle classes around
have
had
area and parent-teacher meeting
center for children. The UCF center and share classroom space with
room.' The two-way mirror will allow has served as a model for other
other classes.
parents and visitors from other col- schools.
,
Burghard explained that although
leges to observe and study the
Dolores ~urghard, director of the the classes were running fairly nor·

NE.ED AUTO INSURANCE?i.
.

.

.

·..

You need to call... ~ . -.-.

~

Reurard

-Wanted•Individuals
•Couples
•Groups
•Composits
•Weddings
•Dances & Parties

SMALL CAR PROBLEMS?
FIX IT RIGHT THE FIRST TIME!

RPS AUTOMOTIVE
10 % DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD•FREE ESTIMATES

mally, the "hampered space caused
a lot of inconvenience.''
"We would have to set up .and
take down a project for every class.
Now the classes will be more flexible
in that we 'C8n take ·on a larger project and leave all the equipment set
up," she said.
Each certified teacher at the
school has a full-time assistant.
School hours are 7:45 a.m. to 5 p.m.

STUDENTS

898-2454

AlOMA-FORSYTH CENTER, .BlDO. W, #25
(CORNER OF AlOMA & FORSYTH)
PHONE 671-3261

Pam Glmaon/Futur~ .

DEBBIE TAYLOR

•Passports
•I .icense
•I.D.
~Color& B/W

10% DISCOUNT WITH I.D. CARD

Fotographic Services
1809 East Colonial Drive 896-2050

HAPPY HOUR
NAVY, BROWN, BURGUNDY - S, M, 1., XL .
QUALITY SHIRTS ONLY 5.95 ppd . TO :
.. OMNI ART FORMS ··
1246 ARLINGTON PLACE
WINTER PARK, FLA. _32789

SAVE

Wl1'H UNIQUE MONOGRAMS
FROM

DYLEN DESIGNS
T-SHIRTS FROM *4.95
COlF OR TENNIS SHIRTS
FROM *10.95
TOTE/BOOK BACS FROM *6. 95
•4 Alphabet Styles Including Creek
•21 Sport Symbols
•Diamond Monograms
•Direct Monograms Not lron-Ons
331-7563
MON-FRI 9 fo s

364 MflODVlN.
CASSELBERRY

WE.DNESDAYS
4PM-6PM
25¢ DRAFTS
$1 COVER CHARGE
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DOrmitory
insPection

'-"~"'-\.)OA'fA E)(P;c..'T ~R..OM

/fOR,MAJl'S Ofl.16/fll CONTIMIJE.ll- \; \NELL 1
I (;ft\/J UP Al\Jt> Li~T kO~t! i o
f:INt>

finds faults
by Lisa

.by Dave Mitchell

Norman the Armadillo
AR"'\AClt-1.0 ••

~'~\\E

Af:,otJ'/

t

A i:~R\oo>J

\~E E~\AS1'?

~i-~c.£ 1..i \1-lE W0(.1.t> ••. ''

r-..y

Molle~

Future ataft

Several problems· have to be rec
tifiedi before UCF's next dormitor
Dorm E, passes inspection, acco;
ding to Housing Director Chris
Cray.

Mc•------ml!ll-------

1. ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _....~1.;;;;~~:.i).---.;.---~m~ff11~i:.1I

Concert-----from

Other problems are more expensive
and time-consuming, McCray'
Monday McCray accompanied inspectors on a building tour and some said. The carpet in a number of
minor and more extensive problems rooms has to be ripped up and
were discovered. Minor problems in· relayed due to lumps and improper
eluded touch-up painting and cutting. Some baseboards have to be
Inspection, page 15
shower bars not yet installed.

Chandler said other than the loss of revenue, the con·
cert itself was a success and the crowd was very en·
thusiastic. "There were no problems during either
show and the acoustics were-great," he added.

Oruuld•

Azeem Hairstyling
The Scientific Approach to a Total Look
for Men and Womep ... J.ncludes Hair Analysis

•

ICE CREAM SUPER.MARKETS
r----------~------~-------1
1
ICE CREAM CAKES
1

i

.I :

BUY 1, GETl fREE!

i

OFFER GOOD WITH COUPON

I

OPEN
9-5 T~es.-Sat.
Thurs.eve.
by appt. only

678·0637

WEARE HERE

~

:

~

CURRY FORD ROAD ...

Y'
>

No Gratuities Please·

l---~~~~~~~M_8=~2~·2:~:----~
OPEN
10 A.h. to,10 P.M.

page 1

7213 Curry Ford Rd.
Orlando

@REDl<EN

273-1313 -

7 438 University Blvd.
University Square

·M ARKET.P LACE
f-or sale

.-oommatP.s

Ladies' 18k yetlow gold watch. Retail approx.
$2200. Call 453-3721.
Selling home & car stereos, blank tapes, & other
audio accessories. Most brands aqilable; commercial & hifi. Good, low prices. Pay only when
received. For more info, call "Oscar 282-4574.
Keep trying.
Surfboard • Jeff Crawford Superlight • new wave •
no nose- sjngle wing • channel bottom twin fin •
custom shape by Munson in June 81 ~ Cost, $300
new.-Will sell for $165. It's in great condition. Call
Jim at 277-5234.
1977 Camara type LT; power everything! A/C,
AMIFM stereo & cassette. Aqua-blue wt white in·
terior; great shape. Asking $4,100. Call 677-7644
after6 PM.
Brand new king size waterbed for sale. Stained all
wood, pedestal, frame & headboard. Mattress,
liner, & heater included. $200. Call 678-1158 af·
ter noon.

Roommate wanted, male or female. 1 mi. from
UCF. $105fmo. & ~ utilities. $100 deposit. Call
365-7825.

Ride needed from UCF to Goldenrod Road (15A)
1Yi miles south of Lake Underhill Drive & E·W Ex·
py. Leave UCF M, W, F at 3 PM or-later. Will pay
mileage. If you can help either M, W, or F, please
call Bill, 273-8933. ___
Need ride from 434. & 1-4 (Rolling Hills arearM.
Th. Will pay mileage. Call after 5PM,131.9770•
Help!
I Ride
F needed
434 to and from UCF MWF for 9 AM
c ass. rom
Winter Springs. Call 339-6378.
Save gas money. Drive wheelc6air student from
Daytona Beach M, W, F. Van with lift. Call 904253-7090.

he.I p wanted

EXPERT TYPING: 24 yrs. exp. Full time. Term
papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc. Correction
of spelling, grammar, punc. and editing included.
Reasonable. Call Bea, 678-1386.

RUSSIAN.WIN°TER TRIP
Leningrad, Moscow, Kiev
Dec. 21 · Jan. 10
$1225 • everything incl.
For details, ph. 671-2965

Female needed to shar.e furn. 2-bdrm. 2·full bath
Typing, dictation, notary. Term papers,
apt. $220fmo., includes all util. & food. Available'
manuscripts, resumes, etc. Fast, efficient,
1MMEDIATELY. Call Lisa at 275-2865 days or 277- 1-----------.,,:._-----La.asonable, references, extras. Call Linda, 8963879 nights &weekends.
8202.
Ro0mmate to share nicely furnished, large one
bedroom apt. Yz mile from UCF. •$125 plus Yz util.
Call Jim 282-6929.

for rent

MPROVE YOUR GRADES; FAST ACCURATE
rYPING, REASONABLE RATES! 10% DISCOUNT
WITH. AD . . Paper supplied, editing if requested.
exp., full-time. Kathy's Typing Service. 568-2969
'

Huge home. 5-bdrm, 3-bath, family rm., dbl.
garage, just 3 miles to Park Manor. $625
(S125fperson(. Avbl. Dec.1. 273-3143.

Female roommate needed to share 2·bedf2·bath
apartment within 6 miles of UCF. $170/mo. plus %
utilities. All deposits already made. Call Dee Dee Condo, l·bdrm., dishwasher, disposal, ice maker,
pool, tennis. S275fmo. Call 365-7985.
at 275-2504 between 8 AM and 5 PM.
Male roommate wanted to share a one-bedroom
apt., furnished, $105/mo. plus % elec. Close to
UCF. Call 275-4201, ask for Mike.

Female(s) ro·ommate(s) needed to share 2 or 3
bedroom apt. Call 275-8981 and leave message
. - - - - - - - -·- - - - - - - - - J f o r Chrys.

carpool

typists

other

Typing service available, 11 years expf.rience.
Close to UCF. Call Den'ise;275-6257.
Typing sp~ialist for students & professors. IBM
& Turabian style. Nancy· 851-4489.

273-5610

Excellence in TYPING helps the appearance and
the grade! Term papers, Theses, Dissertations.
Materials supplied & editing available. Work done
on IBM Sel. II. 1 mi. from campus. Call Marti 3656874 before 7:30 AM or after 5:30 PM, or UCF
Ext. 2811.

UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished ~$235-$260
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

Room for rent: looking for a female, preferably On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall
serious college student, to rent a room in
lrates too high? Call me! Prof. typist, 16 yrs. ex.
Altamonte Springsllongwood area. Kitchen and 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - l p e r i e n c e at low rates; call DAY or EVENINGS 678laundry privileges. Rent is $35 plus SS utilities a
4360.
~eek, or $160 a month. Call Barbara Hill at 862·
3458 after 6 PM.
Find out wliat your IQ is and what your optimum
iun & clean roommate to share. 2-bdrm. capabilities are in life! Take a free IQ test and
townhouse at Curry Ford Road. Easy to get along. personality analysis. Call the Dianetics Center at
$145/month, % utility & phone. Please call 423-8413 for an appointment.
Homeyra, 27:-2353 immediately.

Services

Apt. to share. 3·bdrml2-bath, washer & dryer:
Altamonte Springs area. $225 incl. util. Call eves
& weekends 862-6392. Pool & tennis ct. Adult wt
child acceptable.

FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
· Pregnant? Need help? 841-2223
Free Pap smear and breast exam
Call for appointment-Counseling for men
BETA Center, 419 N. Mag1101ii, Ori.

ABORTION SERVICES, birth control information,
pregnancy tests and counseling. VD screening, low
cost, confidential services.
Central Florida Women's
LOST CASH! Large sum in Sun Bank envelope los
Health Organization
Mon. midday on campus. Reward offered fot
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
return of full amount to campus police, or call Bill
898-0921
.
at 425-2074. I cannot afford to lose this. No
questions asked.
Gay Social Services of Central Florida offering
Found - a calculator in the FUTURE editorial of- legal and medical referral, counseling, hot line
flee. If yours, contact Mike Griffin X2601 and with trained members & special activities. For indescribe it. Better hurry; I need one rHlly.bad!
formation call 843-2750.

lost and found

1

Luncheon busboy wanted 11 AM to 3:30 PM Mon·
day through Friday. Also, valet parking attendant
11 AM to 3:30 PM Monday thru Friday. Cali 6477575.
/

·-

o~ flexible job for dependable students for a
us,om cleaning service. Must have car & phone.
.spt4.25 per hr. Call 671-7463 for an interview.

PllYSICIA

Mi\

l·~'>TAlll.ISllED

AGED
197:1

----

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY fEST,
LOW COST BIRTH CONTROL Privacy, confidentiality guaranteed. Birth Control Center, Inc., 725
N. Magnolia Avenue. Available by phone 24 hours
aday: 422-0606; or toll free 1 (800) 432-8517.

/

&
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Counseling cen.t er hit ·
with space shortage
by Debbie Walters

AOck

House ·

deprived and many talents are
limited by the facilities. The
coun.selor added that students with
confidential problems are led around
campus in search ~f an empty,
private room, and said this is an em·
barrasing situation students
shouldn't have to go through.
· In Augu~t. the University Space
Committee decided to give the
center the adjacent room and knock
down the ·wall in between, according .
to Fisher, but plans fell through. Dr.
Frank Juge, head of the. space committee, said: "We're wrestling with
a number of faculty space problems.
We don't have an answer for them
·(Counseling and Testing Center) yet.
We're still working on it."
"!_would like to have 2,700 square
feet," Fisher said .. "But we'll probably get 1,750 square feet. That's
suffident."
If Fisher gets .more space, he said
he plans on expanding the center's
services. He would like· to have a
graduate intern program for
psychology majors, workshops .for
students and service programs for
faculty and staff.

Future staff

Are you tired of looking for .
happiness? No matter what
you do, fulfiUment can only
be found in Jesus Christ.
He wants you to know Him
personally. Come and
learn how great life con
'~>
bel Tuesdays at 7p.m.

Counselors at the UCF Counseling
and Testing Center have run into
· problems due to a lack of space.
"A lot of people don't know it's
there, it's just in a hole," said peer
adviser Jackie Renton.
The Counseling and Testing
Center is located in Room 145 of the
Administration Building. The room
consists of six large wooden desks,
several file cabinets, and extra
chairs for students to use while being counseled. According to Benton,
one graduate ·.intern, two graduate
assistants, three student assistants,
two secretaries
and four
psychologists must share the facility. There is no room for Dr. Pete
Fisherr the .center's director. He has
to·use another office upstairs.
·
''It's becoming a morale problem," Fisher said. "And we can't
offer the service we'd like to the
students."
''Dr. Fisher ha.s an excellent staff,
but they need room to work effi- ·
ciently," said Benton. "I'd like to
see an investigation into the problem.."
The Counseling and Testing
Orte counselor, who asked not to Center serves 200 to 300 students
be named, said students are being per month. ·
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Th• Rock Hous•
Youth Ministry of Calvary Assembly
1199 Clay Street, Winter Park

644-1199
(located between Par and Fairbanks Exits of 1-4)

.S marty's
OPENING.
SOON
·Happy Hour 2-4
Mon.-Wed.-Fri . .
Daily Lunch Specials
ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
(CORNER OF UNIVERSITY BLVD.)

American Cancer Society

273-9875

·T he price
. orsqle .
has.just co111e

. ·. aow-11:

Ph:zerla ...-11111or,,11le

LARGE PIZZA
FOR
PRICE OF MEDIUM
11AM-3PM -

Save $20 or more on SILADIUM®
College Rings ••• now only S79.95.
SILADIUM .rings produce the
brilliant lustre of a fine j eweler's
stainless .

EXPIRES:NOV.13,1981

TIRED OF BEING SNOWED
BY SHOE SALESMEN POSING AS AUDIO EXPERTS?
THEN IT'S TIME TO VISIT THE SPEAKERSHOP FOR A
DOSE OF FACT INSTEAD OF FICTION.
SPEAKER SYSTEMS• KITS• CABINETS
• X-OVERS• DRIVERS
•COMPLETE SYSTEMS
•REPAIRS.ON ALL BRANDS
WHILE YOU WATCH

OFFERING 30 STYLES OF
CUSTOM CURRICULUM SIDES
INCLUDING:
Bl SI NESS• ENGINEERING• COMPUTER SCIENCE
<CRIMINALJUSTICE•COMMUNIC4TIONS
P_SYCHOLOGY •POLITICAL SCIENCE

•

50 FEET WEST OF THE •
WINTER PARK SINK HOLE

1019 W. FAIRBANKS AVE.
WINTER I.' ARK, FL.
1 BLK. EAST OF 17-92
628-1735

STUDENT CENTER
NOVEMBER 9-13
BREVARD CAMPUS ROOM B-127
NOVEMBER 10 5:30 PM - 8:30 PM
LAST CHANCE BEFORE CHRIST~l\S
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THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style C~t $7 .00

Research.center will look
into Florida sinkholes

Full Service Salon

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UNION PARK

by Pam Kirkland

282-1700
Daily 9-5 &·Thurs. til 8

Soft ·
.Contact Lenses
Only. ,
$38.00 .•Per Pair
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Full $38.00 Refunded
Within 40 Days
We fit Baush & Lomb Aquaf.lex & Hydrocurve
Soft Contact Lenses Among Others

DR. CHARLES HANKINS 886-3223
. · •introductory price of first pair
professional fi~ting fees additional

Kujawa said.
"If the Sinkhole Research Center
set up at UCF, it will be directed
is
Because sinkholes are forming in
Florida at the rate of one every one by myself and UCF Civil Engineer
to two weeks, engineers decided a Dr. Shiou-San Kuo," Kujawa said.
sinkhole research center was needed, · Faculty members from UCF and
according to Dr. Frank Kujawa, other universities would participate
UCF associate professor of Geology. in specific projects through grants.
Financial backing woUld come
And UCF may be the site of the new
from
· the insurance industry,
center .
Insurance Commissioner Bill although a small portion has already
Gunter recognized this need and been provided by UCF to get things
called a hearing in May with the started, Kujawa stated.
Kujawa does not know when the
Geotechnical Engineers,, in which
decision
will be made en the
they decided that three schools -.
Florida State University, Universi- Research Center si~.
"I feel that we have a good chance
ty of Florida and UCF -- would be
contacted to submit. proposals on . because UCF has been working on it
from the time the idea was thought
the Research Center, said Kujawa.
Kujawa has be·e n following of, while the other universities
sinkholes since April, from Polk haven't,"said Kujawa.
"UCF would be ideal because it is
County to the Georgia line. His proposal includes a slide presentation in Central Florida where most of the
to be prese~ted, along with the other sinkholes have been happening lateschools' proposals, to Gunter and ly and it just makes sense that if you
the engineers on Nov. 12 in are going to study sinkholes, to ·p ut
Tallahassee. "Gunter will then the Sinkhole Research Center in the
decide on which way to proceed," middle of it," Kujawa said.
Future staff

Memo--from page 1
any adion taken on" Bolte's recommendations oe delayed a week to
allow time for the committee's investigation. "We're working at least
partly off the top of our heads and
we would like time to look into the
situation." she explained.
Ellis said he received Cook's request, but intended to follow
through with-a scheduled meeting of
the President's Advisory Staff with
UCF President Trevor Colbourn today.
·
Ellis said that Bolte's memo was
''.just a dr~ft" and the meeting with
Colbourn was to revrew points of the
memo. It was for this reason that
Ellis would not release a copy of
Bolte's memorandum.
· However, the Future obtained a
copy of the memo titled "Final
Report--Study of. Fall Semester
Registration." Among the observations listed were a lower level course
registration decline of 6.4 7 percent
and an upper level course decline of
6.24 percent from last year.
In his memorandum Bolte partly
a.ttributed this decline to the adopt10n of the new General Education
Program. The memo states that the
GEP .has increased the demand for
lower level course. But, at the same
time, faculty are teaching smaller
classes, thus reducing student
registration opportunities in several
key departments teac·hing such
courses.
.
Bolte would not comment on the
issue. verbally, insisting that any
quest10ns on the matte:r: be written
and submitted to his office.
Responses to the questions were not
completed by deadline Wednesday. ·
Cook contends that the proposed
class load increases are unfair. "Our
faculty had been discriminated
against for years, and now after our
class loads are equivalent to the rest
?f the state universities, they're askmg us go go back to the dark ages."
11w.u :;1v111N'.1ANl1Ul ll IUVIUA1 :1

MAKE YOURSELF A CINNAMONY CUP OF CAFE VIENNA.
Available at

BOOKSTORE
•t • I •1 ' fU' l t-1l

I \ ''"' j-. I

1

,,

\ l• J~O

Dr K. Phillip Taylor, Communication professor, has been named
chairman of the ad hoc committee.
Taylor said the committee will meet,.
with Ellis on Monday to discuss the
ramifications of the recommendations.

P~gf'.'7
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' GOLDENROD IGA

-HOURS
MON.-SAT. •-tPM
SUNDA1 9AM-6PM

UCF STUDENTS' BEER STORE

1

INBE~ONTNZA

MILES.OFo:~~~RISTYBLVD.

KEGS OF BEER $2.00 OVER COST
1a9 Kegs Purchased/*2.00 Ofer Store Cost *10.00 Deposit Per Keg
10aUP Kegs Purchased/$1.00 Ofer Store Cost · *15.00 Deposit Per Tap
Cost Based ~n Distrihuto~• Priee To Store Al Of·Del~ery
All Beer Sold For Ca1h OnftNo Cheeks Plea1ef
Notice ~equired Before 10 AM Friday For Weekend
1 -----------------------------rT---------------------~------. .
.I I
I -

I Flex Conditioners iI
$1 79

~~
I
I No li111itt!I , 16oz. Sizes

I
1--------------------...
I

I

•

•

I

'

.

f~
~::,

\•' ·

I \,,,,,.

I
I!
I

I

I

UMIT 1W/COUPOH & *15 OR MORE PURCHASE PLEASE--------------------,
EXCLUDIN10 SfLE ITEMS ·
.I

11

f,h.,..,,,, I, I1
/'l.s1

6 Pack

I

couPONs cooD 11LL 1214111

! Old Milwaukee Beer
I,

11 I.

Vidal Sassoon Shampoo. i
\•'I•
'· . I
\\~ $149
~,,,,,
. •
.,,
Totr(s Hamburger, Pepperoni, or Sausage .

I!,,,
~ '!I•

14oz. Size

i I . \\·

$1.19

Pizza 59 ¢

I

'"
I
11 ' ' ' . 1
.,,

!
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.Say Hello To The New Kid ·

On Campus. SunBank 24.

CJ I I

11 • •

itl:D'

u:z:a

[·: ; 41833
l 1
I

1 ·I1

We're sending our .automated teller to college.
And we hope you'll give it a warm welcome. We don't
expect SunBank 24 to make the Dean's List, even though
it speaks both English and Spanish and is very good with
. figures. But we do think our automated teller will be very
popular with UCF students, faculty and staff.
SunBank 24 will be taking up residence on the grassy ·
triangle south of the Clas.5room Building, so you'll
never have to leave campus to do your banking. You
can use SuriBank 24 to get cash, make deposits and
payments, transfer funds and get account balances.
Press a few buttons and your banking is done,
leaving you time for more important activities
(like studying, eating pizza and meeting members
of the opposite-sex). And like many students,
SunBank 24 never sleeps. You can.bank when you want to - 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
When you're avvay from campus, you'll find
over 30 convenient SunBank 24 locations in the
tri-county area that let you periorm the same banking
transactions our on-campus automated teller otters. And
when you're traveling, you can get cash in
a hurry at over 100 Sun.Bank 24
locations statewide. So visit your
nearest Sun Bank today and ask
for your SunBank 24 card free
with your checking account.

I

Sun Bank, N.A.
Member FDIC

©1981 Sun Banks of Florida, Inc.

-

__ .

_ ... __ .

__ ........ -....... .,. .... ,. ................... , ..... .._.._ ... ...... .
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Research explores failure
to retain blacks at -UCF
by Kim Hawley
Future 11aft

Gracia Miller

From a place you never heard of...
a story you'll .never forget.

EXCLUSIVE!
RT. 17-92 & LEE ROAD
WINTER PARK '

MON.· FRI.
5:30 7:35 9:40
SAT. -SUN.
2:00 4:00 6:00
8:00 10:00 .

Gracia Miller couldn't keep quiet any
longer. She'd waited 10 years for progress
that never came.
So in her master's thesis, the UCF
graduate sought answers to questions the
UCF administration had been plagued ~th
for years.
''I wanted to prove on paper that black
students leave here for other reasons besides
just flunking out," she said.
Miller's study into UCF's low bla.c k retention levels is based on a questionnaire by Dr.
Leon F. Burrell of the University of Vermont. The questionnaire was sent to all
regularly or specially admitted black
undergraduates from September 1973 to
September 1978 who had dropped out.
Three weeks ago, the study was submitted
to UCF President Trevor Colbouril in hopes
that a solution to the low retention rates
could be found.
Miller fo\rnd . that academics,
social/cultural offering~. and the university
environment are three main contributors to
the low black student retention rate.
Of those polled in her study, 23 percent
felt satisfied academically while attending
UCF and 46 percent said academic problems
caused ·them to leave. She said that many of
tliese students were academically· illprepared and put in remedial course~.
Consequently, she suggested that UCF
face .t he problem early:
"We should
establish a bond between UCF and local
junior high schools 's o we can hit them when
they need to be hit."
In addition, Miller strongly feels that an
ethnic minority appreciation course is needed as well as instructors who are sensitive to
the various achievements of ' ethnic
minorities.
" An overview course of the ethnic minority experience in Ameri~a should be part of
the General Education Program. Every student should be required to take it,'' she said.
Some 43 percent of the blac,k former
undergraduates polled said their instructors
gave proper recognition to ethnic minority
experiences during treatment ·Of the course
material.
Miller concluded that the second factor in
UCF's low black retention rate is th~ lack of

black social/cultural offerings.
Only 20 percent said they were involved
with sororities or fraternities, 26 percent
said they were involved with social groups,
aild 46 percent said· they left because of a
lack of identity or self-esteem.
She said "main'Stream campus activities
don't speak to the needs of black students
and that UCF should have things such as
multi-ethnic speakers, mini-seminars and
race relation talks.
"Black and white folks won't learn about
·each other until we start to communicate.
"It's no secret that ther.e is hardly any
communication.
We have regressed so
much in the last few years .. it's like the 60 's
never happened," she said.
Her third and final finding dealt with the
university's environment.
·
"There is a lot of racism here and we need
to be cognizant of that. Most blacks come
here out of necessity. 49 percent said they
came because it was clos'e to home and 49
.percent said they came because .it was
cheaper. The ideal situation would be to
· have a state university in Orlando that
. doesn't need a BSU.
"But as long as there is someone on campus who cares about your color, you need the
BSU and the International Student Services:' Miller said.
Her study showed that 57 percent of those
polled said they left because of racism.
Coupled with the feeling of racism is the
feeling Of isolation among black students,
much of which is due to too few role models,
Miller said.
"There aren't a whole lot of role models or
even people who are genuinely concerned
about the plight of blac~s. We need'to have.
black administrators with power and
. auth~rity in positions that count.''
With all the research aside; Miller contends that the · reasons for the · low black
· retention rates at UCF still fall on attitudes.
She admitted with1bitter frankness: "I'm
a racist. I become more racist everyday. I
hate to see it µappen. I only know that I'm
appalled, disgusted, and angry about the
things I see going on on this campus. If that
makes me a racist, then I'm a racist. rhings
need to be changed and they won!t be until
people with strong feelings like mine become
verbal." ·
·

JOIN THE LITE·BEER
TUG·OF·WAR•
.• - .... ,• t ....... .:..

-~

Last ye ar we conduct e d our . comm e rci a l Aft e r ca re fully
Lit e Tug-of-War contest o n tabulaling thf~ re sults of la st
coll e ge campuses across th e y e ar ·s c ont es ts . w e found
·nation in an el fort to resolv e that the majority of campuses
the eternal argument about actually fe lt slrongly b o th
. Lite B ee r " less filling ·· or ways So sign up tod<ly to io in
" tast es great "? This question th e Lit e Bee r Tug -of -War. and
as you may recaH was neve r let us know how your campus
fully answe rf~d in our memo- feels about Lite '8.eer from
rable " Battle of the Big Guys" Miller.

"WE'VE
GOTADATE

NOV.19th':
"'t\

- ..,

THE LITE BEERTUG·Of·WAR WILL BE HELD AT LAKE CLAIRE NOVEMBER 14AT12:30 PM
f..OR MORE iNFORMATION CONCERNING THE llTE TUG-OF-WAR, CONTACT DOUG ROSE AT 647-7611,
UCF BOX 285 OR COME BY THE TABLE IN FRONT OF THE STUDENT CENTER SNACK BAR 12·2 M.W.F .
. SPONSORED BY: MILLER BREWING COMPANY, SCHENCK COMPANY AND Pl KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY

"That's when the
American Cancer
Society asks every
smoker in America
to give up cigarettes
ror a day. Give it a
try. You might find
you can quit forever:· .

THE GREAT AMERICAN
. SMOKEOUT
American Cancer Society

t

·' ·
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Art Rock thriving, surviving in Heavy Metal age
Some call this the new era of
Heavy Metal. But Art Rock-or,
Space Rock-the synthesizer-based
sounds of avant-garde musicians
· such as Eno, Synergy, later David
Bowie and Mike Oldfield, is progressing and slipping into public
consciousness. .
Bands like King Crimson have
regrouped and made a strong new
stand for electronic m~sic. Others,
like Germany's indestructible
Tangerine Dream, have continued
amassing a solid body of work and
new fans in spite of . infrequent
Monique Froese
airplay.
Johannes Schmoelling, Chris Franke and Edgar Froese of Germany's
The sound is familiar-heroic,
avant-garde Tangerine Dream. Art rock veterans for a new day.
almost symphonic arrangements of
traditional and synthetic sounds
The master of sudden shock, John · some of the freshest, most evocative
that stir the blood and the imagina- . Carpenter, has scored his own films work being recorded. These two new
tion. These soaring, unique works
with almost exclusively electronic · releases show that Art Rock is a
are heard behind commercials; in
music. Electronic soundtracks are musical force whose time has come..
brief, timid arrangements on more
dynamic, unforgettable, and conmainline musicians' albums;· and in
ducive to fantasy. It's 11udiencefilms.
participation music because it •Exit'
Especially films. T Dream has
stimulates the imagination while it
scored an incredible 65 films in _11
Tangerine Dream
prods the adrenal glands.
years, including the recent
If your exposure to electronics has
"Sorcerer," for William Friedkin,
been t~tally in accompaniment to
Many found T Dream's earlier
and the James Caan film, "Thief."
other media, it's time to sample albums a touch toQ esoteric, even

unmelodic. "Exit" should convert a
few non-fans to the precision and
fully-realized concepts of this German band.
This is a good blend of the ethereal
and the commercial. The cuts are all
powerful examples of some of the
most texturally complex music being written.
Eerie sounds of battle are artfully
worked into the themes, with the
thud of artillery, wailing sirens, and
staccato machine-guns counterpointing the splendid melodies. Equally
moving is· a fervent ·plea for peace
and compassion, whispered in Russian over the music of "Kiev Mission" on side one .
.Though the iµbum was generated
in part as a res.ction to World War
III paranoia, its effect is a hypnotically serene one. After listening
to "Exit," one feels recharged and
strong and ready for more of the
same. Perhaps that's why T Dream
never
really
hit
popular
radio-they're a tough act to follow.
by Lee Elliott
Entertainment Editor

Art rock, p. 12

CINEMA
Halloween II

According to Carpenter,

the Why the obsession with this amount of intelligence, "Halloween
wholesome 17-year-old school girl?
1,1" is a movie to miss.
In 1978, a film that cost little quel. Against his better judgement Could it be he knows her from
by Mark Schledom .
more than $300,000, directed by an h~ wrote a screenplay beginning somewhere?
Future staff
obscure young talent, changed the with the moment "Halloween" endFifteen years prior to his escape,
' face of screen horror.
John ed. He did not have a hand in direc- Michael was committed to an
Looker
Carpenter rocketed to fame with the ting "Halloween II" which is par- asylum for stabbing his sister to
huge success of his ultra-climactic tially why this sequel is incredibly death.
The only other family
"Looker" is a weak, quasi"Halloween," in which an escaped bad.
member left alive was a 2-year-old scientific thriller that depends on a
mental patient returns to his home
Everything
that
placed child who was put up for adoption.
touch of TV paranoia in the viewer
town for a ·killing spree.
"Halloween" above its many im- What a coincidence. Michael wants to come off.
Two techniques set this picture itators has been ignored.
his sister.
A looker is a perfect, pretty
apart from other splatter films.
"Halloween II" is a lesson in ways
woman,
and there are a few here.
Donald Pleasance spends his time
First, while the film had its share of to graphically butcher a human beSome
of
them even obligingly ungrisly murders, Carpenter never ing: bashing skulls in with the claw chasing innoc~nt teen-agers into ondress
before
being pointlessly killed
allowed the audience to see guts and end of a hammer, dunking faces in a coming traffic and mumbling
(we
never
discover
why).
gore. His reasoning was that people tub of scalding water until the skin something about Michael being
A
looker
is
also
a
sci-fi device that
could imagine the butchering far peels off, or injecting_air bubbles in- possessed by a Druid spirit. The
resembles
a
timing
light and works
movie is doubly revolting by gory in, more effeetively than he could show to eyes with a hypodermic needle.
the
same
principle
as a flash
on
The escaped mental patient, cidentals, such as a boy with a razor
it. But what really made the film
blast is
cube.
The
victim
of
a
looker
special was the simplicity of the Michael, tries them all enrou te to his blade stuck in his gums waiting in
selectively
blinded
so
that
the
user
killer; the fact that nothing seemed main objective--the queen of horror, the hospital emergency room.
is
invisible.
Confusing?.
The
hazy
to stop him because he was the herself~-Jamie Lee Curtis, whom he · For those of you with weak
stomachs, or even the slightest explanation offered in the film is no
chased through ''Halloween''.
"boogeyman."
more enlightening.
Both kinds of lookers are the product of a vast, grim, and souless corporation called Digital Matrix.
D.M. 's · owners,
Leigh
Taylor-Young and James Coburn,
use computer tec~ology to create
by Liz Poole
TV
commercials with subliminal
Future staff.
messages. D.M. also scopes out
Like the song says, "You've got to hand it to "Little Mary Sunshine" parameters for the perfect human
the UCF musical that spoofs the Canadian mounties, ridicules Indians and
form to sell merchandi1se. (Perfect
reveals the true nature of a virtuous gaggle of giggling girls from a well-tobeing someone you'll stare at, but
do finishing school.
not stare at hard enough to overlook
Holly Hill, in the title role, is the proprietress of a Colorado inn. Ad~p~ •"
the pitched product.)
as a small child by Brown Bear (Earl Crittenden), one of the last remammg
This is where Albert Finney, as
Kadota Indians, Mary unknowingly helps ranger Billy Jester (Terrell
the obliging plastic surgeon, steps
Given) and romantic interest "Big Jim" Warington (Stephen DeWoody)
in. He creates in flesh and blood
capture the notorious Yellow Feather (Gary Picariello) - a ~adota gone bad.
what quartz chips have ordained as
Meanwhile Mary's inn is the setting for love and happmess between an
ideal.
assortment ~f eager, young forest rangers and a bevy of cautious, uppity
His love interest is Susan Dey, a
socialites.
,
·
model that he has remodeled to conThe ·young rangers, who prepare themselves for a ''dangerous'' mission,
form to Digital Matrix beauty stanfind strength and courage in the voice of their strong and courageous ca~-.
dards. She's also next on the baffltain while the young ladies become somewhat corrupted by a French maid
ing hit list, a plot twist that should
(Donna Marie Sarro) who likes to sing about her heroine, Mata Harl.
have added more tension to the_film,
Corny? yes. Entertaining? Yes. The s~nging and acting of .the en~ire
but fails.
cast was thoroughly enjoyable. Also, a display of spectacular technical
Dey probably got (and accepted)
events, including a real live fake bird that keeps time to music and dancing
this ridiculous role because of her ·
flowers were highly amusing.
.
lengthy stint as a gawky teenager
Pam Glmson/Future
Performances will be given Nov. 6, 7, 13, 14 at 8 p.m. and Nov. 15 at 2
making calf-eyes at David Cassidy
Little Mary Sunshine (Holly Hill) chats
P .m. in the Science Auditorium. Admission is free to students with I.D.s, with
Billy Jester (Terrell Given).
Cinema, p. 12
$4 general admission.
publi~ asked for--no, demanded--a se-

·'Little Mary Sunshine'
a campy, funny treat

I

,
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Center Stage, the monthly
magazine of the arts, has been
most accomodating about reporting UCF events. We'd like to
return the favor and announce
. that the magazine is looking for
volunteer free-lance writers to
cover cultural events. and artist
interviews. Call Center Stage,
629-0252.
What is full of witty aphorisms
ab.d resounds with high-velocity
repartee? ''The Importance of Being Earnest:' of course.·This Wilde
play marks the opening of the
·- Valencia Community · College
Character Company's season. The
shows are at the East Campus
Theatre of the Perforniing Arts at
701 N. Econlock.ahatchee Trail
(just west of Union Park). Ti~es
·a re 8 p.m. Friday and Saturday,
Nov. 6 and 7, 13, and 14, with 2
p.m. matinees,,on Sundays,Nov. 8
· and 15.
The film versiOn of ''The
Elephant Man," starring John
Hurt, Anthony Hopkins and
Anne Bancroft wjll be shown Fri·
day and Saturday Nov. 6, 7 in the
Bush Science · Auditorium on
Rollins' campus at 7:30 p.m. Admission is free.
Annie Sullivan comes to the
Annie Russell Theatre. Rollins
College presents "Teacher," a
one-woman show about Helen
Keller's famed mentor. starring
Karen Setlowe. That's at 8 p.m.,
Thurs.day, November 12th only.
For ticket info. call 629-0252.

'l'he Rolling Hills Little League
is sponsoring the 2nd Annual
Bluegrass Fe's tival in Pine· Hills.
Tickets for the Nov. 7th and 8th
festival are $10 for both days, $7
for Saturday only, $6 for Supday.
Featured artists are The Sandy
Valley Boys and Big John Burley,
among others. For more info. call
295-7765 or 298-1866.
UCF faculty Mtists Steve Lotz
(paintings) and Robert Rivers
(prints), and Kristin Eyfells
(paintings· and sculpture) will be
among the artists featured in
Crealde's Area Artiste II, an exhibit series highlighting local
talent. The show opens with a
reception Friday, Nov. 6th at 7
p.m. in the Crealde Fine Art
Gallery. The show is open to the
public from noon · to 5 p.m.
weekdays through November.
· Call Crealde at 671-1886.
Artists wishing to exhibit their
arts or crafts in the St. Cloud
Country Art Festival Dec. 5th
and 6th should write for applications: Art Festival, P.O. Box 522,
St. Cloud, Fl. 32759, or call the
Kissimmee-St. _Cloud Convention
and Visit9rs Bureau at (305)
847-5000.Booth spaces are $25 for
·
a 12-foot area.

,...

The Unitarian Forumof Orlando invites you
a le~ture by
'RON VIERLING on a subject
ot major concern to us all - titled ·

"0 PLACE TO HIDE•••
an-inquiry i.Wto the virtue of

unilateral·nuclear disarmament
moderated by The Rev. Dr•. Thomas D. McMullen

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9th/8:00PM .
at The First Unitarian Church
1815 East Robinson Street, Orlando
Admission Is Free to the Public
Coffee wlll be served
Question & Answer Period

._

stayed up all night with that
one., Cinema Committee.

The Southern Ballet Theatre
presents the Twyla Tharp. Dance
Foundati9n at s ·p.m. Nov. 8th at
the Bob Carr Auditorium. Tharp
is the internationally-acclaimed
choreographer who did the dance
routines for the film "Hair," and
was the first American to create a
work for Mikhail Baryshnikov .

The Unlt11rl11n Forum,
.
11ltlll11ted with The Flnt Unitarian Church of Orlando
11 11n 11aHmbly for dlnuHl~n of questions of public lntere~t

'

See paradise before they put up
a parking lot. The Orlando Landmarks Defenee Inc. bike tours
leave the Bob Carr Auditorium at
9:30 a.m. Saturday the 7th and
every Saturday morning thereafter, weather permitting. Expect
to peddle yourself all over Orlando's Historic District-the tour
takes about three hours.
BYOB(ike).

· Ron Vierling will speak at a
First Unitarian Church Forum on
the topic ''No Place to Hide: An
Inquiry Into the Virtue of
The UCF Music Department,
Nuclear Disarmament." That's at
along with the UCF Foundation - 8 p.m. Monday Nov. 9th, at 1815
and Orlando community
E. Robinson.
members, has established the
UCF Friends of Music; Hoping to
Art shows-" Art in Costume"
at Vale'ncia's East Campus.
reach a broader audience in the
Gallery, through Nov. 25th. "Art
area, the Friends are ''anxious to
Nouveau in England" at the
be of service ... and share- the
numerous talented and gifted
~orse Gallery of Art, through
January 3rd. (Tiffany glass and
faculty performers and teachers."
metal pieces.) Pa.ul Harris
Talented and gifted. Gary Wolf
Sculpture
and the General Mille
will initiate the Friends' memberExhibit at Loch Haven, through
ships drive with a piano' recital at
Nov. 15th.
·
Loch Haven Art Center on Sun. "Horses and Lovers," by Hollis
day Nov. 15 at 8 p.m.
Dr. Wolf will perform the works . Holbrook. Halsey's on Park
A venue, champagne reception
of Bach, Ravel, Beethoven,
opening Sun9ay, Nov. 8th. Call
Rachmaninoff and ·Schumann in
'
647-4811 for reservations.
this free, public recital.
Refreshments will be served. For
The Florida Symphony Ormore info on the program or the chestra's Nov. 12th concert will
Friends of Music, call the UCF feature music by Beethoven,
Music Dept. at 275-2867.
Wagner, and the rare and difficult
Tamberg Trumpet Concerto.
Due to the Veteran's Day holi- Alan Balter of the Baltimore
day, there will be no film this
Symphony will conduct. Concert
Wednesday. Friday's film will
time is 8:30 p.m. Call the FSO for
be ... "Friday the 13th." Bet you more il)fo. 841-1280.
Dr. Wolf
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What a week!
Pablo Cruise (below) and Gary U.S. Bonds
(bottom left) kicked off Homecoming Week
with two shows Nov. 1.
Nov. 2 listeners, young and old alike (far left),
gathered on the Stu dent Ce~ter green.
Jerri Goldberg met a pie fac&to-face as
Dav:.d Slaiman made a whopping debut with
his right arm at the ~om Sawyer Day games

photos by
Brian LaPeter

Nov. 3 (top right).
That same day, ·students met around the
reflecting pond to vie for UCF's first tub race
title.(bottom right).
Today's activities include a campus parade
at noon with a pep rally following •t 1 p.m.
Dan Mikell will play at the UCF Homecoming Dance tonight·at 8 p.m.
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Cinema

on "The Partridge Family." Now
there was a program that could convince you there is something sinister
and downright unhealthy about
television!
The film's technology is
laughable, the plot poorly developed
·and the acting execrable - as it
should be. "Looker." deserved no ·
more than a walk-through from Dey,
Finney, Taylor-Young and Coburn.
Coburn's elegantly aging jowls
will S0\.'lll'e him a place in B-movie
villainy and beer commercials for a
good many years.
,
Finney - whose .jowls are aging
not so elegantly, but much more interestingly - deserved better.
After this, and the excellent but
unsuccessful "Wolfen", he'd bast
look for a decent role before
"Looker" hits networks and
stereotypes him forever.
That shouldn't be long coming.
"Looker" is, ironically enough,
With a few
perfect TV fare.
subliminal messages for McDonalds

and Wisk inserted at the ing columns of the Hall of Justice.
psychologically proper moments, it
There is a gripping, magnetic an·
could pass itself off as entertain- ticipation throughout the movie. It
ment.
'is the story of a man doing a job that
often requires bending the law at
by Lee Elliott
times and breaking it at others.
Entertainment editor
When an investigation is launched
to determine the extent of corrupPrince of the City
tion involved with the SIU, Ciello's
It is.not easy to be a cop. Especial- guilt becomes a motivating force for
ly when the job is undercover nar- redemption.
cotics investigation.
E.specially · Ciello, splendidly portrayed by
when it involves destroying a newco~er Treat Williams, finds
himself caught up in "the inexorable
friend's career.
This is the situation for Special In- vortex of forces more powerful than
vestigation Unit Detective Danny he can imagine.''
"The first thing a cop learns is not
Ciello in the Jay i:>resson Allen
screenplay of "Prince of the City." to trust anybody but his partner,"
Because of the scope .of the affirms Ciello. This bond, this code
background material needed to of honor, is so strong that the viewer
establish . the final outcome of the senses a dire conflict of interest.
Williams becomes a man obsessed
movie, it is necessarily long and ocwi'th doing "the right thing" only to
casionally slow ... for a while.
However, director Sydney Lumet end up a man possessed by paranoia,
maintains viewer interest with rapid fear, and futility. Williams works
transitions from moody street his role with deliberate tension, as if
scenes in sweaty New York trying to squeeze out each emotional
backstreets to the elegantly impos- response.

After Ciello works for nearly two
years to set up countless drug
dealers and corrupt cops, he must
live under armed guard at all times.
"I'm gonna be the first one to go to
prison,'' he says as he is forced to
reside for a time at a military base.
In a government powerplay of
bartered indictments in return for
evidence, Danny Ciello becomes a
tragic hero at the mercy of The
System. What begins as a simple
deal to expose other detectives (but
never his partners) becomes a
twisted nightmare of truths, halftruths, and perjury.
Ciello finally rea.ches the
tormented conclusion, "I don't
know what the truth is anymore."
"Prince of the City" is a dynamic
movie. It is worth seeing because it
presents some challenging questions, not the least of which is, "Can
justice ever be served?"
The answer is not easy. But
neither is being a ·cop.·
by Larry Thompson
Future staff

Art rock
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'Discipline'
King Crimson

MIC! IAl:l. l'Al.IN
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with DAVID RAPPAPORT· KENNY RAKER· JACK PURVIS• MIKE EDMONDS· MALCOLM DIXON· TINY ROSS and CRAIC WARNOCK
Produced and Directed by TERRY
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-

GILLIAM Screenplay by MICHAEL PALIN and TERRY GILLIAM Songs by GEORGE HARRISON
Excculivc Prnducm GEORGE HARRISON and DENIS O'BRIEN
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&AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES

THE FANTASY BEGINS NOVEMBER 6

The new King Crimson is a tight
quartet with Robert Fripp on guitar
and devices, Tony Levin on bass and
stick, Bill Bruford on drums and
batterie, and ex-Zappa sideman
Adrian Belew on vocals, guitar, and
'' elephantosity.''
The Warner Bros./E:G. release,
"Discipline", merely picks up where
Fripp and the 197 5 King Crimson
line up (bassist John Weffon and
former Yes drummer Bill Bruford)
left off six years. ago.
Side one opens with Belew's artfully alliterative "Elephant Talk"
and flows into the slurred tensionrelease of "Frame by Frame."
Belew's vocal on "M~tte Kudasai"
is reminiscent of Wetton's high
tenor-but with a warmer, more
melodic
enchantment.
"Indiscipline" closes the side as a
dissonant prelude to Side two.
This side opens with another
Belew vocal montage, "Thela Hun
Ginjeet," a song about life and
danger in New York City. An inter es ting blend of undulating
African rhythms is set against a
free-verse oratory.
Perhaps the two best cuts on the
album round out Side two. "The
Sheltering Sky" is a hauntingly
familiar instrumental that harkens
back to the Greg Lake canticles
from earlier albums, as Fripp's
guitar overlays the rhythm track
with a piercing urgency· that melts
at times to a powerful serenj.ty.
Bruford's unmist~able Brumming
is at times subdued, but his fiery
counter-rhythms--coupled with
Levin's staccato bass lines and
Fripp's unusual devices--interweave
for a balanced total sound.
The album concludes with the title
cut, "Discipline," another in.s trumental. As the liner notes read;
"Discipline is never an end in itself,
only a means to an end.'' Indeed
the end here is a definitive sound fo;
the Eighties that comes as a
. welcome relief to the wasteland of
current popular music being flushed
onto the market.
For the uninitiated, this record
will require several plays to acclimate the listener to what lies "on
the other side." To those who have
been to the court of the Crimson
King, it is a glad welcome to an old ,
friend who has been away too long.
by Larry Thompson
Future staff

•
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Road-riddled ·Knights look for
a win at home
The offensive line will see the ubiale lines in front at fullback. The pleting 71 of 140 attempts and three
Can offense most
changes as the coaching staff extra back added to the offense touchdowns. ·
attempts to open some holes for the takes away one receiver, leaving Jeff
Lass. seems to have plenty of
For
the
first
time
since
Froehlich
and
Jimmy
Taylor
to
backfield.
waiting
arms to throw to with tight .
find the right the UCF football program began alternate .on plays.
end Brad Barlow leading the way.
years ago, Dan Burke will not
Defensively, the only change will Barlow brings a record of 17 catches
combination bethreeat center.
He has been moved to be Jeff Bolle replacing Glenn for 174 yards and three touchdowns
.

by Marty Fisher
Future staff

The Knights return to the T-Bowl
tomorrow night after a three week
absence to join in the homecoming
festivities that have been taking
place here all week long. After picking up two tough losses on visitors'
ballfields, Don Jonas and company
will be seeking the shelter of familiar
grounds to even their record at 4-4
against Hampden Sydney (2-6).
The Knights, suffering from a bad
case of lack-of-points, will be shuffling their lineup in search of a more
potent scoring punch.

right tackle and freshman Herb
Long .will fill the middle. Jorge
Magluta will play right guard and
Willie Whiting will be at left tackle
replacing Randy High.
·
· The backfield, which has seen new
changes just about every weeJ:c, will
once again have a different look.
Freshman Mike Wood will take over
the startfog quarterb~ck duties.
Wood; who suffered a broken jaw
early in the year replaces Mjke McCrary who has had trouble moving
the ball.
The running backs will be arranged in a different configUration this
week. John Muldoon will play left
halfback and Vincent Lewis will be
at the right side while Steve Col-

Whelpley at safety.
Hampden-Sydney, a small Divi·
sion III school located about 80
miles from Richmond, Virginia, brings a . very deceiving record into
Orlando.
Head ·Coach Stokely
Fulton, with 22 years at HampdenSyndey, 'says he's facing his
toughest schedule in years and that
the record doesn't really represent
his team's ability.
Sophomore tailback Tim Jones
leads their offensive unit in rushing
with an·impressive 932 yards on 195 .
carries and 12 touchdowns. Jones
averages 116 yards per game and
just under five yards a carry.
Quarterback Tim Lass adds
another 935 yards in the air com-

into the game. He is complimented.
by Skip Cerf who averaged 17 yards
a catch and Neil Ruoccowith eight
receptions for 124 yards.
The defensive backfield of ttie
Tigers maybe the reason the Knights
plan to move the ball on the ground.
Lineback Tom Thalman already has
four interceptions this year and is
the owner of the all-time HampdenSyd ney record with 16. Ne!l Huffman, another linebacker, has accounted for 45 tackles.
When these two victory-hungry
teams meet in the T·Bowl tomorro.W
night the sparks should fly.
The Knights 19st their football homecoming last year to Albany
State 28·27.

Backup ·-g oalie drafted by St Louis
by Carl McKnight
Future staff

Two weeks ago ·a second string goalie on the
university's soccer team amazed his peers when
he was drafted by the St. Louis Steamers of the
··
Major Indoor Soccer League.
This · Cinderella story belongs to Greg
"Mudbone" Deutsch who transferred to UCF
from Warre~ Wilson College in North Carolina
three years ago.
.
.
Probably the biggest reason the five_-fo~t-~ne-·
inch 155-pounder played back-up here is. his size .
Deutsch explained that indoor socc~r is play.ed
on a field that is approximately the size.of an ice
hockey rink.
.
·
Indoor goal dimensions are six feet by 12 feet
as opposed to the eight feet by 24 feet outdoor
goal used by UCF's soccer team. So t~e size of
the indoor goal makes it ideal for qmck small
goalies.
.
Wh('n ask('d what it was lik(' be111g used as a
bac:kup Deutsc:h said. "It was wry fr~1st.rnting but l
still had c:ompld(' c:onfidenc.·e ·in m ysell and m y t~·am
mates had c:onfidenee that I could do the job. Some
things just don't go your way."
.
.
Deutsch's big break came at the ~1d Amen~n

led the league in attendance last year, decided to
pick him up.
''I·think I stunned a lot of people here at UCF, ''
Deutsch said. "You just have to ·make your own
breaks.''
The 22-year-old marketing major began making
his breaks · at Finnytown High School ' in Cincinati. "We were two-time state champs;'he said.
''Once when I was~ sophomore and when I was a
senior."
He then played goalie in a back-up capacity at
Warren Wilson. It was during this time Deutsch
. became known as Mudbone.
It was stormy day outside and he came into
the locker room covered with mud after completing his d~ills. One of the players .who was a
Richard Pryor fan . called him Mudbone--after a
Pryor character-- and the name stuck.
Deutsch has not been signed by St. Louis yet
· because of an MISL rule that prohibits a student
to sign until his college season is complete~. The
team must trim its roster to 20 and Deutsch ex.
pects to play on a reserve squad at first.
He is not the first UCF hooter to reach the pro ·
ranks starting with Winston Dubose (Tampa Bay
Rowdies) and Lou Cioff (Atlanta Chiefs-New
Jersey Rockets).

a

Soccer Camp invitational last July m St. Loms,
the city considered to be the hotbed for U.S. socHead coach Jim Rudy also complimented Deutsch
cer.
.
on his ac:hit>venwnt. "lt's supt>r. I'd likP to say it was
Sixty players participated and Deutsch was the us but it wasn't. You just don't make it as a goalie on
only one selected from the state of Florida.
any level if you don't put the time and effort into it
"I always knew he had determination, desire and haw the natural talents ...
and drive to reach his goals,'' said assistant coa~h
.
.
Dang Pibulvech who was instrumental m
Tlw MISL consists of } 3 teams a~d generally 111Deutsch's attending the camp. "I've never seen .. volws more American-based players than 1ts·outdoor
anyone so dedicated or worked as hard no matter .cmmtnpart NAS~ .
what tlu• cireumstam·es. l hop<' the damn kid makt's .
11 ·rnH' · ·· ·
'Tve alwavs
wanted a chance to. go. pro, Deutsch
1t· so l can ge t 1·n•e 1·it· kt' t s. t o tlic· ·Sit' ·rn1t•rs· t--'
·
cl
'b
1
'h
't
the
only
one
who
notil
ed
added.
··And
now
tlw opportumty 1s there an I
P i u vec wasn
k
1· · ··
Deutsch's potential . because the Steamers, who must ma ·e the most o 1t.

•·

lflan Lal'eter/Future

Greg Deutsch optimistic about future .

i
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Bengal Bouts offer students a
chance to test their
boxing skills ·
.

.

.

· by Mark Schledom .
Sports Editor

Did you ever watch a Saturday afternoon box·
ing match on TV and fantasize about being in the
ring?
.
· Thanks to the Orlando chapter of the Sunshine
State Golden Gloves, aspiring young amateur
fighters are being given that chance in the upcoming Bengal Bouts.
This year's competition includes teams from
UCF, Rollins College, Seminole Community College, Valenci~ Community College and the Orlando Naval Training Center.
·E ach school will ha represented by a team cap·
tain, his assistant, six boxers and three alternates. ·
Contestants must be at least 18 years-old with
no more than three amateur fights in the past.
Boxers will be chosen by their natural ability,
weight, height and physical structure.
· Golden· Gloves director Kent Foyer stresses
that boxers will be as evenly matched as possible
and that all AAU and GoldenGloves rules will be
strictly enforced to insure the safety of the contestants. There will also be a doctor on hand at
ringside.
Foyer said the matches will emphasize the
UCF-Rollins rivalry that stood out at last spr- ·
iilg's Bengal Bouts when UCF won 11 of the 13
·
fights they participated in.
This year's team, however, will not have the
benefit of being coached by Mike Aspesi who is

#

busy getting the wrestling team in shape for the
forthcoming season.
· The coaching duties will instead fall .on
sophmore and team captain Craig Swick. Swick
will also be competing in the welter-weight division of the bouts.
All contestants are required to attend a special
bo-xing clinic held Saturday morning at the
Church Street gym. The clinic is anot}:ier check to
help make sure the fighters are evenly matched
and it also gives them a chance to be coached by
ex-pro Victor Perez.
The Bengal Bo~ts will take place at the Eddie
Graham Sports Stadium located · at :East
Highway 50 and Econ Trail Friday Nov. 13 at 8
p.m. .
Fifteen fights are .scheduled during the evening
which should add up to three hours of main event
boxing.
Each win counts as one point for the team and
there will be a one round tiel;>reaker if necessary.
Trophies will be awarded to outstanding teams
and each contestant will receive · a souvenir
jacket.
Anyone· interested in participating should con·
tact Kent Foyer at 365-6727.
For those not daring enough to enter the ring,·
tickets for the bouts are $5 general admission, $4
for students and military and $7 ringside.

.Pick a legend
and save!

J98J
XJ/9

~

EPA EST
MPG

EPA EST
MPG

37

36

EST HWY

EST HWY

J98J

SPIDER
. 2000

Both equipped with air conditioning, fuel injection, electronic
ignition, 5-speed overdrive transmission, 4-wheel disc brakes,
radial tires and more.

Sii.VE HUNDREDS
THIS WEEK ONLY

l406 Sand Lake Road Orlando • 855-9220
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lnspection------from pag~ 4
reinstalled, while some showers
have to be recaulked and regrouted,
McCray said.
The inspection only went as far as
~he first floor. McCray
said
"hopefully things will be completed
by the end of the month.'' He added
that students in Dorm Fare tripled
up in rooms but are being very patient.
Building G,. the only dorm still in
the construction stage, will L(j completed by early D.ecember, McCray
said. However,· students are not ex-

pected to move into . Dorm G until
January. There is a waiting list for
the dormitories in the spring. McCray !J.owever, said he feels that his
office will be able to house many on
I
the list due to cancellations.
The commons building which will
include a store and laundromat, is I
nearing completion.
I
Landscaping for · all areas has I
begun. The area around Building E I
is almost finished. The sod has been ;z
o.
layed and the trees and shrubs have ~
~
been planted.
·
0
u
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I

.

-

~
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I
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Precision alignment by skilled mechanics.
We will also rotate your tires .

·
$
Most urs Only. . .

I

NEED AUTO l·NSURANCE?
You need to call ... Jlldhlli. . ~ .

HAVOLINE SUPREME
S
MOTOR OIL.·· · · · · · · · · ·

Expires 11-30·81

I

I
I

II

chang~ fr~~·~ ~~~~u:~ ~~~

Oil
5 quaCTs of
oil . 2. Oil filter . 3 . Chassis lube . 4. Differential checks:
5 . Transmission oil check. We can al59 service foreign
cars {Datsun, Fiat, Toyota. Opel, Volvo) . Only $2 .00
more . Trucks and vans $2 .00 more .

·

I
· II

UCF will conduct a voter registration drive Nov. 16-18. Tables will
be set up in front. of the Knights Den and in the Education Building
throughout the three days.
·

I

9 88 Pan~

eJdr" If needed. No additional rharge
for factory ah or torsion h;1r car~.

Expires 11·30-81

2190 ALO MA AVE.
WINTER PARK
.
644-6326

·

Visa Mastercard
American Express
Firestone Texaco

2
I

I
·II
I
I
I
·J

·
-------------COUPON------------·

898-2454

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
:
DELIVERY SERVICE-A VAILABLE
:
•:
.----r
••
i OPEN
~ .WU St.er
Neil Orzo
·i
•

•

•:

~

24 HOURS

•

Oon.u£..

MAITLAND

•••

•

1510 S. Orlando Ave., Maitland, fl. 32751
(305) 647-9549
-

:

:•

Jack McCabe

•
. ••

Thursday,.friday &Saturda.y Night

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
WITH
SHALAKO

·:

···~············································

Country Western• Country Rock• Top 40
NO.COVER

Reconditioned ·Radiators in Stoek
For Most -Pa~nger Cars

HAPPY HOUR MON.-FRI. 5-6
ENJOY YOUR FAVORITE DRINKS AT HALF PRICE

"LOW PRICES"

OPEN"'ID~YS

SUNDAY-WEDNESDAY 11TILL12
THURSDAY-SATURDAY 11TILL2

"FREE" TRANSPORTATION
IN UCFAREA

RADIATOR SPECIALISTS

·.·.; ...: ~·

MASTER CHARGE • VISA • AMERICAN EXPRESS·

10662 -E. Coloaial Dr.-

275-9317

Union Park

Ham, Roast Beef, Turkey, Swiss Cheese

$2.05

JASON DELUXE

Ham, Turkey, Cotto Salami , Provolone Chee~

s2.oo' ,-·- ·coUPON --1

HOAGIE
ROAST BEEF (Available in Brat Jr.)
HAM'N CHEESE (Available in ~rat Jr.) .
CORNED BEEF (Available in Brat. Jr.)
REUBEN.

52.00
s1.9o
I•
$1.85
$1-:95 I

I

$2.20 I
$1.85 , I
$1.85
$1.65 I
51 ·85 I
$l. 70 I
$1.70

Corned Beef, Swiss Cheese. Sauerkraut
TURKEY (Available in Brat Jr.)
PASTRAMI Smoked & fpicy
~

-;

NOW SERVING BREAKFAST 6:30-11:00 AM

BRAT SUPREME

.

CHICKEN FILLET
KIELBASA
SALAMI
CHEESE SANDWICH

BOWL

soe OFF •
ANY REGULAR.
. SANDWICH OR
SALAD PLATTER
WITH TH~S COUPON
YOU MAY
PURCHASE UP TO
3 SANDWICHES WITH
THIS SINGLE COUPON
(EXPIRES NOV. 16, 1981)

I
I
I
1·
I
I
I
I
I

_________ ..
I

SALAD BAR
PLATIER 1.94

······:::·...:;-···.

A Fantastic Holidav Deal at ... $5 Off. His or Hers shape up in
th is spPeia I package. Vi s it our sa Ion for a c~:nnplirnentary.
anal~ · sis ahm1t n threr part package o~ a precision shaping, a
soft natural blow st~' ling plus conditiO!iing treatment for
b('autiful lwalthv hair. This ~~pecial Holida y Package is $18,
a sa\'ings of $S. By s£'leckd stylists.Walk-Ins Welcome!
B<.' manicured for a perfect finish ... $5. Expires November 28

We

t~sc

and r('comnwnd Redken Hair Care Products.

1.35

MUCH MUCH .MORE

PH. 331·4241 ORCARRYOUT
990 Semoran at Red Bug Road ·

DINEIN

NEXT TO BIG

10 TIRE STORE

CASSELBERRY, FLA. 32707

Colonial Plaza· Mall
894-2821

.Great
1-1aircuts
unltcJ.
Plc:tUre pertect Hair

I
•

I

_:_-=-----==-==-=-=~.=::=====i====...,,,,.-------------~"-=-~--=-~~~~~~--~_;_----~~~~~~~~L
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DAILY HAPPY HOUR
11AM·to7 PM .
2-FOR-1 DRINKS ·

MONDAY ~·••••••••
•Big Screen Football
· •Quart Night $1. 75
TUESDAY •••·• ••••••
•Drink or Drown
8PMtol2PM
Girls $3/Guys $5 .
All You Can Drink! .
WEDNESDAY•••••.•••
•25¢ Bar Drinks &
25¢ Drafts
7 PM to lOPM
. THURSDAY•••••••••·
•Ladies Night · ·
3 Free Drinks for Ladies

:

ORLANDO, FLA.

- - - CONCERTS - - - - - - PURPLE HAZE EXPERIENCE
NOVEMBER 11
THE VENTURES NO.V EM ER18

SUNDAY~·••••••••••

•Drink or Drown
8 PMto .12 PM
Girls $3/Guys $5
All You Can Drink!

-

. FORCE .
NOVEMBER25

~YEARBOOK-----=----

POSITl.ONS fAVAILABLE
~.~-~

.

-- · •PHOTOGRAPHERS•~--~-- - - . (STAFF &FREE LANCE) .

.

•SALES & ADVERTISING•
. .·(COMMISSIO"ED)

•SECTION EDITORS• . .
•LAYOUT &STAFF PERSONNEL•
For More Information Call Stddent Owernment
· At 275-2191. Ask For Mark Donaldson
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Branch campuses relieve UCF overcrowding
by Pam Kirkland

"Our classes are usually filled, but
usually aren't closed out at registration,'' said Wes trick. There are
· Some students may consider seven different degrees offered at
crowded classes and registration a the Brevard Campus. ''A student is
· problem at UCF, but without the usually able to take all of the core
area branch campuses, these pro- classes at this campus," Westrick
blems could be even worse.
said.
_
UC_F .a rea campuses include the Ninety percent of Brevard CamDaytona Beach Campus, the South pus students attend at night.
Orlando Campus and the Brevard "Elementary education is the only
Campus in Cocoa.
program offered during the day,''
Although the branch campuses said Westrick.
follow the same rules and .deadline~ According to Westrick, enroll:
as the main campus, area campuses ment Jit the Brevard Campus is up·
register before the main campus, ac- slightly from fall of 1980. "The atcording to Sam Boone, assistant tendance was 413 for fall of ·'80 and
registrar at"UCF. "Each campus has 434 for fall of '81," Westrick ·said..
its own registration and · advise- A new three-story facility being
ment."
built for the Brevard Campus will be
Acco.rding to Dr. Robert completed in the fall of 1983.
Westrick, director of the Brevard Westrick said when the new
campus, students usually have no building is finished, more day
problems getting the classes they classes will be offered.
want.
The Daytona Beach -Campus ·
Future staff

enrollment was down 6 percent tor campus in order to register,,.,'
the undergraduates and up 200 per- Westenhofer said.
cent for the graduates, according to · ,
Dr. Harold Green, director of the
The South Orlando Cainpl;JS offers
Daytona .' campus. ''The· total morning, afternoon and night
number of students now attending is classes. The enrollment is up from
around 300," Green said.
· last year, with 728 now attending
There were four more·classes add- classes, compared to 657 last year,
ed for graduates in Daytona, but said Dr. Da~ Coleman, director of
there were 20 percent fewer courses Institutional Research at UCF.
for undergraduates. Green said Many of those students are also takthere are 30 percent fewer credit ing classes at the main eampus.
hours offered this term which may
According to Boone, trial and adin part be due to the change from
visement
schedules are given out to
quarters to semesters.
The Sou th Orlando Campus is the area campus students for both that
only campus in which students may campus and the main campus,
register by phone, according to though · they can't register early
Dorothy Westenhofer; assistant to when using the main campus
the SOC director. ''We ,w ill probably registration.
begin registrfltion for the spring There usually aren't any problems
semester in about a week."
with the branch campuses, said
."Two years ago we had to wait un- Boone. ''We work with them and
til the add/drop period at the main they work with us."
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·The.Citizens Bank of Oviedo is
located just minutes from the
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive ·in tellers and
two CITIZENS 24 HR automated .
tellers in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.T.M. building. All to
make banking easy for you.
Everything you will _
ever ·
need from a.Full service Bank is
yours at~ ...
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LandlOrds?
Insurance?
Contracts?
The Police?

Srudent Government seeks to provide
students at the University of Central Florida
with Legal seryices in matters affecting their
welfare as stud,ents; Services provided include
landlord
tenant,
consumer,
and
discrim~.nati~n ·problems. A~so, noncriminal
traffic cases, divorce, conversion of property'
and narile change transactors.
Our program offers legal ~dvice, consultation and document drafting free of
charge to .students in need of services. Call
2·15-2538 or stop by s.C: 210 for more information or an appoinment.

YOUR FRIENDLY
156 GENEVA DRIVE• P.O. BOX 729 •OVIEDO, FLORIDA 327S5
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Guest opinion

upreme Court decision will lead to draft

The following guest .opinion
was submitted by the Central
· Occasionally an editor ·is faced Committee for Conscientious Obwith t.,_e question, what do I write jectors. While the opinions it ex·
on this week? · When silence is the presses are not necessarily those
answer, one is tempted to re-run an , of the Future, it offers one vieweditorial that went over well in an point on a topic affecting high
earlier issue.
school and college students - the
That's hardly imaginative.
prospects of a national draft, and
Instead, I thought it would be in- -an alternative.
teresting to update what has hap·
Can you feel the draft breathing
pened with previous issues that
down your ~eek?
have lent themselves to· editorial
The Central Committee for Conwrist-slapping.
scientiOus Objectors warns that
On the spraying of paraquat, July
the reinstatement of draft induc24 issue:
tions may be closer than you
The Future opposed efforts to ease
think.
restrictions on the use of paraquat, a
''The . resumption of draft
herbicide.used to .destz:oy marijuana
registration for 18-year-old males
crops. In 1978 a legislative amend·
makes it very important that all
ment prohibited the United States
Americans think through their
from providing money or materials
beliefs about the problems of war
to foreign countries for ·paraquat
and the draft,'' said Larry Spears,
government's lawyers and
spraying. The ban was introduced
Director of CCCO's Youth Cam·
adopted by Justice William Rehn·
after users of treated marijuana
paign.
.
.
quist flatly contradicts the bland
from Mexico suffered from
Also, the Supreme Court ruled
public relations . statement of
vomiting, hemorrhaging and in
on June 25 . that registering men
Selective Service that registra·
some instances, lung damage.
but not women for the draft does
tion and 'the draft' are altogether
The easing of international restricnot violate the U.S. Constitution.
different propositions," said
tions, could lead the way to its
According to Professor Peter
Goldberger.
domestic use-an indication to other
Goldberger,· an attorney and
During the oral argument of the
countries we're ta.king the same · teacher at the V.illanova Universi- ·
case, Solicitor General Wade H.
· risks they are. Florida has been
ty School of Law, "This decision
McCree, Jr. admitted that "you
· discussed as the first site · for
brings us a step closer both to
cap't separate" the questions of
·d omestic use.
prosecutions of non-registrants. registration and .the draft. The
.Sen. Lawton Chiles of Florida atand to resumption of draft indu~>
Cow't described registration as
tached a proviso to a foreign
tions.'' The exclusion of women
the "the first step 'in a united and
authorization bill lifting the ban. It
from registration will make · it
continuous process designed to
was passed by the Senate. ·
easier for Congress to reinstate
raise an army speedily and effiOB cuts in student financial aid, Oct.
the draft.
ciently.'
"
2 issue:
·
One consequence of the Court's
With the elimination of the stuWe appealed that no further cuts
decision, commented Goldberger,
dent deferment in the mid-70's,
be made in student aid programs
is that it should remove any
the classification available to the
since Reagan called for additional
doubts that anyone may have had
greate~t number of young peop~e
cuts of 12 percent to be made· in
about the close connections bet·
is conscientious objection. A condomestic programs.
ween registration, a "teal draft"
scientious objector is someone
The U. S. House of Repr~sen
and mobilization for war.
. who is opposed to participating in
tatives has passed an appropria''The position argued by the
war on the basis of deeply held
tions bill that increases the amount
of "aid available to college students
in 1982-'83. The bill exceeds the
spending goals of the Reagan ad- ·
ministration, and it may face a veto
ty sea ts left. These concerts were
if it passes without amendment
subsidized with Activity and Ser·
through the Senate.
vice Fees money, therefore ·students
The bill, which appropriates funds
, have already paid once whether they
for labor, education and health proattend or not: Give them a break!
grams, would increase the minimum
Another annoying tactic was rePell Grant to $1,800 next year. Pell
quiring
one valid student ID per
Grants are the major government
ticket. Is the Student Center so
program providing aid to lowEditor:
paranoid to think that someone
income college stUdents.
I found it interesting that might buy an extra ticket and scalp
The administration claims to have
enough votes in Congress to sustain students are ·suddenly responsible it to a non-student that they
for the success or failure of last Sun- overlooked the fact that most UCF
a presidential veto if necessary.
day's Pablo Cruise/Gary Bonds con- students attend these concerts with
On the Trask/Bush amendment, Oct. cert. I interpret their rejection of other students? This practice just
the concert as contempt for those depresses already sagging ticket
16 issue:
Tuesday, verbal arguments on the (Student Center/Student Govern· sales.
Mr. Bartholomew said that a maconstitutionality of the Trask/Bush . ment)' who planned it. The student
amendment opened before the Senate allocated $35,000 for the con- jor reason for sagging ticket s'ales
.cert. The issue was bEJ.rely question- was a lack of publicity in the campus
Floriqa Supreme Court.
Perhaps Mr. Bar·
The measure written in the state's ed, although they tear apart~ sma11 newspaper.
budget this year, is aimed at student request like $300. Whatever the tholomew overlooked the roughly
homosexual organizations. It denies case, we were asked to place our $15,000 available for advertising
state funds to any college or univer- trust ill the Concert Committee's out of a concert budget of $35,000.
He could have placed any number of
.
sity that supports groups ad- decisions.
The next point is the outrageous ads if the paper refused to cover the
vocating sex between unmarried
· price of $6. ' and $9 admission concert.
persons.
In closing, even though the con'I'he Court has not yet ruled on the charges. Nine doll~rs is the admisamendment.
Ho.w ever, some sion charge for first rate entertain- cert was a financial disaster and we
students at UCF have expressed ment, not for the second-rate groups lost about $20,000, Dave· Bartholomew was right when he said
their opinion by signing a petition that performed in the UCF gym.
opposing the amendment. The peti- The very poor response to general ''the-life of the program depends on
tion, according to one of its authors, admission ticket sales reflects that the students' support of it. " Next
Mike Grifin, carries about 900 conviction. The $6 student rate was time let 's ask those students what
signatures to be presented to Cen- also much too high. Last time it was group they want, if they will attend
$3.50 and t here were plenty of em p- and how much they want us to
tral Florida Legislators:

moral, ethical or religious beliefs.
During the time of a draft, anyone
recognized by their draft board as
a conscientious objector would
then serve two years doing alternate civilian service. ·
Spears stated that over 27 ,000
draft-age individuals have
already registered with CCCO
through its conscientious objector card.
"These cards are
available, free of charge, fr~in
ceca, P. o. Box 15796,
Philadelphia, PA 19103. -They
simply state 'Because of my
beliefs about war, I am opposed
to· participating in the military.'"
"The usefulness of this card,"
commented Spears, "is that it
provides a record of an· in·
dividual's opposition to war. This
CO card will help to demonstrate
to the military that hundreds of
thousands of young people will
not serve in the -a rmed forces.

Letters

Homecoming
concert
ill;,,advised _

charge. Let's not be so quick to look
for a scapegoat if we should fail.
Sen. Rob Rotter

·coach Pennick·.
unfairly tre~ted
Editor:
· I'm writing tltjs letter to express
my concern over the incident surrounding the women's volleyball ·
team which has resulted in the forced resignation of head coach Carmen
Pennick. As everyone well knows,
coach Pennick was asked to resign
after a shoving match between
herself and Nancy Pfordresher.
Ms. Pfordresher deliberately ig·
nored coach Pennick's request that
she go to the automobile and sit in it
for the remainder of the . match.
Upon coach Pennick's arrival to the
car, she noticed Nancy sitting on the
automobile. She again told her to sit
in the car and again Nancy refused.
Nancy then said some derogatory
remarks to Ms. Pennick.
By firing the coach, UCF has
opened itself up to t he fact that
athletes no longer have to heed the

.

More let ters. page 1~

,,
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More letters - - - - - r r o m page 1s
coaches wishes, but a coach must give in to their players wishes. If Ms. Pennick was fired because she supposedly shoved her player, then why haven't
some of the other coaches at this university been fired also?
All of us who attend sports events at this school have seen other coaches
grab their players out of frustration, anger and disgust. Is this school setting a double standard? If the coaches are responsible for their players, do
they have the right to r~uest that the players do as they request?
Concerned alumnu~
Name witheld by request

Reply to censorship 'apathetic'

..

Editor:
I 've been reading about the censorship rumors. I was appalled. As a '72
alumnus of UCF I find these threats to academic freedom alarming, even if
only rumors. The administration's response is spineless and irresponsible.
Is UCF really so hard up that it would have to prostitute itself to the
demands of pseudo-moral manipulators who have no respect for basic
democratic freedoms? Their concern is not for education; they only care
about their insipid self-righteousness. .
·
The apathetic student and faculty response to this and the Trask/Bush
amendment scare me. Freedom is precious and must be defended.

ed. But are not fraternities and sororities openly advocated by state universities? Could this mean that state universities will someday, through this
amendment, be forced to disassociate themselves from fraternities and
sororities?
. So maybe this Amendment will affect you and your organization.
Because college without the social life is just another bureaucratic farce.
Dan Morelly

Thanks to rock group U.S. Mails
Editor:
We'd like to say thanks ·to our friends the U.S. Mails for playing on the
UCF lawn October 28th. The boys performed at their own expense and
despite technical difficulties, everyone stated pleasure.
Also, thanks· to Paul Franzese, program director ·a t the Student Center,
for organization.
.
The U.S. Mails perform at various local clubs and are available for .p rivate
engagements.
For more information call 275-4226.
Brian Davids
Jim Davids

Nathan Neel

Future

Ramifications of Trask/Bush law
Editor:
.
I find it commendable to see that there are some students taking an active
role in opposing the Trask/Bush amendment. But what bothers me is that I
fear many people do not understand the ramifications that could follow the
passage of such an amendment.
For example, we have all heard or have been a part of the "Monday Morning Gossip," after a great fraternity or sorority party. And we are all aware
that those couples leaving such parties, on occasion end up sexually involv-

- - - - - - - - - Letter P o l i c y - - - - - - - - The Future welcomes letters from must bear the writer's signature, ad·
its readers.
· dress, and phone number. Names
will be. withheld upon request. The
1
Letters must be delivered to the Future reserves the right to edit letFuture by 5 p.m. on Monday to be ters.
considered for the next issue. LetMailing address: P. 0. Box 25000,
ters must not exceed 250 words and Orlando, 32816.
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